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Abstract We describe the first simulations of stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering using
multiple injection locations to meet multiple simultaneous surface temperature objectives. Simulations
were performed using CESM1(WACCM), a coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model with fully
interactive stratospheric chemistry, dynamics (including an internally generated quasi-biennial oscillation),
and a sophisticated treatment of sulfate aerosol formation, microphysical growth, and deposition. The
objectives are defined as maintaining three temperature features at their 2020 levels against a background
of the RCP8.5 scenario over the period 2020–2099. These objectives are met using a feedback mechanism in
which the rate of sulfur dioxide injection at each of the four locations is adjusted independently every year
of simulation. Even in the presence of uncertainties, nonlinearities, and variability, the objectives are met,
predominantly by SO2 injection at 30∘N and 30∘S. By the last year of simulation, the feedback algorithm calls
for a total injection rate of 51 Tg SO2 per year. The injections are not in the tropics, which results in a greater
degree of linearity of the surface climate response with injection amount than has been found in many
previous studies using injection at the equator. Because the objectives are defined in terms of annual
mean temperature, the required geongineering results in “overcooling” during summer and “undercooling”
during winter. The hydrological cycle is also suppressed as compared to the reference values corresponding
to the year 2020. The demonstration we describe in this study is an important step toward understanding
what geoengineering can do and what it cannot do.

Plain Language Summary Understanding what geoengineering can and cannot do is crucial for
narrowing uncertainties in the range of potential responses to future climate change. Part of this effort is
to demonstrate the capability of meeting specified climate objectives in a climate model in the presence
of uncertainty in climate response. Here we provide the first demonstration of a strategy for meeting three
simultaneous global temperature objectives via stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering, using a
state-of-the-art climate model that represents key processes relevant to the potential climate responses.
We show that the objectives can be met successfully using an algorithm we have developed, and we
also demonstrate some potential side effects, which could be potential objectives for which we did
not control.

1. Introduction

Geoengineering, or the deliberate modification of the climate system to offset the effects of global warm-
ing, has received increasing amounts of attention (e.g., Crutzen, 2006; National Research Council (NRC),
2015). One of the most commonly discussed methods is stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering, involv-
ing large, regular injections of sulfate aerosol precursors (often SO2) into the stratosphere (e.g., Budyko,
1974). This aims at mimicking the aerosol layer created by large volcanic eruptions, which is known to cause
global cooling (e.g., Robock, 2000). If geoengineering is to be considered as a potential response to address-
ing climate change, its effects, potentials, and limitations need to be quantified, particularly in comparison
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to other methods of addressing climate change, including mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions, adapta-
tion to climate change, or carbon dioxide removal (e.g., MacMartin et al., 2016; Tilmes et al., 2016). Put simply,
society needs to know what geoengineering can do and what it cannot do.

Many past studies, particularly those under the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP)
(Kravitz et al., 2011), have implicitly focused on the question, “What will happen to the climate under geo-
engineering?” This sort of approach has been quite useful in understanding the climate effects that result
from simulating geoengineering in specific ways, including the effects on mean climate, the hydrological
cycle, the cryosphere, extreme events, stratospheric chemistry, and the land biosphere (e.g., Berdahl et al.,
2014; Curry et al., 2014; Glienke et al., 2015; Kravitz et al., 2013; Moore et al., 2014; Pitari et al., 2014; Tilmes
et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2014). However, by adding tools and perspectives from engineering, we can expand the
scope of geoengineering studies to include the question, “Can geoengineering be used to achieve specific
climate objectives?”

Independent of choosing which climate objectives are most important for geoengineering to meet, a task that
we are not qualified to undertake, this question belies the need for a design perspective to geoengineering
approaches. For example, when considering stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering, the resulting cli-
mate effects depend upon the altitude of injection, latitude of injection, how much is injected, and what time
of year (Kravitz, 2013; Tilmes et al., 2017). There is some ability to tailor geoengineering to produce particu-
lar desired effects, although there are necessarily limitations; that is, geoengineering likely cannot be used to
achieve any arbitrary set of climate objectives. We also note that since designing a geoengineering strategy
will inevitably involve using climate models, this ability to tailor the effects is predicated on the assumption
that climate models sufficiently represent the system dynamics of the real world.

This design perspective has been explored in idealized cases in the past. Ban-Weiss and Caldeira (2010)
and MacMartin et al. (2013) explored optimization of different potential objectives by assessing the climate
response to different spatiotemporal patterns of solar reduction. Uniform solar reduction has been shown
to approximate the broad global and latitudinal radiative and surface climate effects of stratospheric sulfate
aerosol injection in the tropics (Kalidindi et al., 2014; Niemeier et al., 2013), although disparities do emerge
when evaluating regional changes or changes at finer scale than broad global features (e.g., Ferraro et al.,
2015a). MacMartin, Kravitz, et al. (2014) were the first to demonstrate how one can use feedback (described in
more detail later) to regularly modify the amount of solar irradiance reduction to meet chosen global mean
temperature objectives in a climate model in the presence of uncertainty. Kravitz et al. (2014) expanded upon
this study by demonstrating that, for this particular feedback algorithm, the same objective could be met
with the same algorithm in an entirely different model; although such a demonstration does not fully rep-
resent the challenge of bridging the gap between models and reality, it is a necessary step in establishing
robustness to uncertainty. Kravitz et al. (2016) then demonstrated, again in two distinct climate models, that
if one changes solar irradiance in latitude-dependent patterns (MacMartin et al., 2013), one can use feedback
to meet multiple simultaneous climate objectives in the presence of uncertainty.

These previous studies made crucial steps toward the overall objective of understanding what geoengineer-
ing can do and what it cannot do. However, with one exception (Jackson et al., 2015), all of these studies using
feedback, including modifications of both single and multiple degrees of freedom, involved changes in solar
irradiance. Although this is a good approximation of many large-scale features of stratospheric sulfate aerosol
geoengineering, there are some crucial differences that ultimately limit the utility of this approach. One dif-
ference involves atmospheric circulation and transport of the injected aerosols, which is to a large degree
uncontrollable, so there is no way to guarantee that one can use stratospheric aerosols to achieve the same
pattern of radiative forcing that was imposed by solar irradiance reduction. Second, one of the key sources
of uncertainty and nonlinearity in stratospheric sulfate aerosols is aerosol microphysical growth. Depend-
ing on the amount of total injection required, the resulting radiative forcing for each incremental increase in
injection amount can be highly sublinear (Niemeier & Timmreck, 2015). Moreover, the resulting stratospheric
heating from the aerosols and effects on ozone chemistry (e.g., Ferraro et al., 2011; Pitari et al., 2014; Richter
et al., 2017; Tilmes et al., 2009, 2017), aerosol-cloud interactions as the stratospheric sulfate aerosols fall into
the troposphere, and the resulting climate effects of all of these all depend upon aerosol size. These effects
cannot be captured by solar irradiance reduction. We note that many of these processes (e.g., tropospheric
and stratospheric dynamical responses to stratospheric heating and the resulting effects on surface climate)
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are poorly constrained and are likely a significant source of uncertainty and intermodel variability in any
simulation involving stratospheric sulfate aerosols (MacMartin et al., 2016).

Here we provide the first demonstration of the ability to meet multiple simultaneous climate objectives in
the presence of uncertainty with stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering using a state-of-the-art climate
model. This manuscript is accompanied by several others (Mills et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2017; Tilmes et al.,
2017; MacMartin et al., 2017) that have described many of the details that led to the ability to reach this point;
we repeat the salient points from those manuscripts as necessary.

In section 2, we describe the study we conducted, including the objectives and the feedback algorithm. In
section 3, we describe the results of the simulations we conducted. In section 4, we discuss some of the finer
points of our simulations, highlighting some potential areas for improvement. In section 5, we summarize our
study and provide conclusions.

2. Methodology

Kravitz et al. (2016) outlined four key steps in demonstrating the ability of geoengineering to meet particular
climate objectives:

1. An explicit definition of the specific objectives of geoengineering;
2. Determination of the particular degrees of freedom to be modified to meet the objectives;
3. A strategy for meeting the objectives in the presence of uncertainty;
4. Verification of the designed strategy in a different evaluation model.

In subsequent sections, we describe each of the steps as they apply to the present study.

All of the simulations described in this manuscript were conducted with a version of the Community Earth
System Model Version 1(CESM; Hurrell et al., 2013) that involves fully coupled atmosphere, ocean, sea ice,
land ice, and dynamic land vegetation models. The particular iteration of this model is CESM1(WACCM)
with CAM5 physics. More specifically, the atmosphere is a version of the Whole Atmosphere Community
Climate Model (WACCM; Marsh et al., 2013; Mills et al., 2016) that has been modified to have a horizontal
resolution of 1∘ and has an internally generated quasi-biennial oscillation. The features of CESM1(WACCM),
which are described in more detail by Mills et al. (2017), include a full tropospheric and stratospheric
sulfate aerosol treatment (conversion of SO2 into sulfate aerosols, microphysical growth including coales-
cence and condensation processes, and sedimentation) that is fully interactive with both radiative heat-
ing and dynamical transport. These processes are crucial to proper representation of stratospheric sulfate
aerosol geoengineering, as this ensures that some of the key uncertainties and nonlinearities involved with
stratospheric sulfate aerosols are included. Mills et al. (2016) and Mills et al. (2017) have validated this
model against aerosol optical depth data from the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo, showing the model’s
excellent performance.

2.1. Objectives
We choose the same objectives as were chosen by Kravitz et al. (2016) (Figure 1). Against a background cor-
responding to the RCP8.5 scenario (Meinshausen et al., 2011; Moss et al., 2010) over the period 2020–2099,
we use stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering (injection of SO2 into the stratosphere) to maintain
global mean surface temperature (T0), the interhemispheric surface temperature gradient (T1), and the
equator-to-pole surface temperature gradient (T2) at their 2020 values according to the RCP8.5 simulation
(also called the reference simulation). More specifically, we define

T0 = 1
A ∫

𝜋∕2

−𝜋∕2
T(𝜓)dA

T1 = 1
A ∫

𝜋∕2

−𝜋∕2
T(𝜓) sin𝜓 dA

T2 = 1
A ∫

𝜋∕2

−𝜋∕2
T(𝜓)1

2
(3 sin2 𝜓 − 1)dA

(1)

where dA = cos(𝜓)d𝜓 describes the area of a latitude band, and A = 2𝜋R2
E ∫ 𝜓=𝜋∕2

𝜓=−𝜋∕2 dA is the total surface
area of the Earth integrated over latitude bands dA (RE is Earth’s radius). The reference values for each of these
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Figure 1. The three temperature objectives (T0, T1, and T2; (left) Equation (1) relative to 2020 as a function of latitude and (right) the four SO2 injection locations.
All values in Figure 1 (left) are normalized so that the value 1 indicates the largest magnitude of temperature reduction.

objectives, obtained by averaging an RCP8.5 simulation carried out with the same model over the period
2015–2024 are (in Kelvin)

T ref
0 = 288.13

T ref
1 = 0.76

T ref
2 = −5.98

These three objectives were chosen to be consistent with many previously noted results from solar irradiance
reduction simulations and, to some extent, simulations with stratospheric sulfate aerosols (e.g., Kravitz et al.,
2013; Robock et al., 2008). CO2-induced warming has a number of features, but we point out three major pat-
terns: global warming (an increase in T0), more warming in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern
Hemisphere (an increase in T1), and polar amplification of warming relative to lower latitudes (an increase
in T2). Geoengineering via total solar irradiance reduction or tropical injection of stratospheric sulfate aerosols
is effective at cooling the globe (T0), but it tends to cool the Northern Hemisphere more than the Southern
Hemisphere, changing T1 in different ways than CO2-induced changes in T1, which can lead to shifts in pre-
cipitation patterns (Haywood et al., 2016). It also is less effective at offsetting the changes in T2 caused by
CO2-induced warming, leaving residual polar warming. As such, deliberately targeting all three broad temper-
ature objectives (T0, T1, and T2) will help avoid some of these known side effects that were revealed in many
past simulations of geoengineering.

2.2. Degrees of Freedom
Determining the appropriate degrees of freedom (what to modify in the climate system to successfully meet
the chosen objectives) is not a simple process. This effort, also called system identification, began with the
simulations described by Tilmes et al. (2017), in which the injection parameter space was coarsely sampled
via 10 year simulations involving different amounts of stratospheric SO2 injection at different latitudes and
altitudes. Tilmes et al. (2017) discuss the results from these simulations in greater detail, and MacMartin et al.
(2017) discuss the linearity of these simulations and the ultimate selection of the degrees of freedom to be
modified.

The end result of this selection process is four chosen degrees of freedom: the amount of SO2 injected at each
of the four independent locations (Figure 1). More specifically, these locations are at 30∘S, 15∘S, 15∘N, and 30∘N
in latitude along 180∘ longitude at high altitude (approximately 5 km above the annual mean tropopause).
MacMartin et al. (2017) discuss the details of why these four locations were chosen, but roughly summariz-
ing, different combinations of injection in these four locations are capable of producing patterns of aerosol
optical depth (AOD) that are constant (𝓁0), linear (𝓁1), and quadratic (𝓁2) with latitude. These three patterns
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are defined analogously to the definitions in equation (1), but with a different normalization so that at any
latitude 𝜓 , AOD(𝜓) = 𝓁0 + 𝓁1 sin(𝜓) + 𝓁2(3 sin2(𝜓) − 1)∕2:

𝓁0 =
𝜉0

A ∫
𝜋∕2

−𝜋∕2
AOD(𝜓)dA

𝓁1 =
𝜉1

A ∫
𝜋∕2

−𝜋∕2
AOD(𝜓) sin𝜓 dA

𝓁2 =
𝜉2

A ∫
𝜋∕2

−𝜋∕2
AOD(𝜓)1

2
(3 sin2 𝜓 − 1)dA

(2)

where AOD is zonally averaged stratospheric sulfate aerosol optical depth. In turn, MacMartin et al. (2017)
demonstrate that these three patterns of AOD can produce somewhat controllable changes in T0, T1, and T2.
The normalization factors are defined as

𝜉0 = 1
2 ∫

𝜋∕2

−𝜋∕2
dA = 1

𝜉1 = 1
2 ∫

𝜋∕2

−𝜋∕2
sin2(𝜓)dA = 1

3

𝜉2 = 1
2 ∫

𝜋∕2

−𝜋∕2

(
3 sin2(𝜓) − 1

2

)2

dA = 1
5

(3)

In principle, one could define {𝓁i} exactly the same as {Ti} and renormalize the control gains (defined in the
subsequent section) to account for these differences. For the easiest comparability with Kravitz et al. (2016),
both in terms of the objectives {Ti} and the control gains, we have opted to include the normalization here
in the definitions of {𝓁i}.

We stress that this effort is, to a large extent, an illustration of capability, and we did not sufficiently sample
the aerosol injection parameter space to fully ascertain the potentials and limitations of stratospheric sulfate
aerosol geoengineering. Doing so would require simulations at a greater number of latitudes, altitudes, and
magnitudes than Tilmes et al. (2017) describe, and one would also need more thorough tests of linearity than
what MacMartin et al. (2017) elucidate. Moreover, one would need to understand the effects of injection at dif-
ferent times of year, which is a degree of freedom not explored here. Additionally, as we will demonstrate later,
10 years is insufficient to properly characterize the system dynamics on all time scales of interest. Although
the feedback algorithm (described in the next section) was capable of compensating for uncertainties intro-
duced by this coarse sampling of the frequency space, such performance is not guaranteed for all possible
sets of objectives. Finally, if the purpose is to truly explore the parameter space for the purpose of supporting
decisions regarding deployment of geoengineering, one would want to more thoroughly sample the space
of intermodel variations. Even with unlimited computational resources, simulations with a single model are
only capable of characterizing system dynamics of that model.

2.3. Feedback Algorithm
Once the objectives and degrees of freedom are established, the next step is to design a strategy to meet
the objectives by modifying the degrees of freedom (in this case, the injection amount at each of the four
latitudes), all in the presence of uncertainty in the climate response to greenhouse gases and stratospheric
sulfate aerosol geoengineering, as well as uncertainty introduced by natural climate variability. Much of this
section is rather detailed, so readers can skip to section 3 if they are not interested in how to construct the
strategy used here.

Designing a strategy requires sufficient characterization of the dynamics of the input-output relationships in
the system (how modifying the degrees of freedom affects the chosen objectives), a process called system
identification. Kravitz et al. (2016) describe multiple methods of obtaining these relationships. For the present
study, we found that the simulations described by Tilmes et al. (2017) and MacMartin et al. (2017) provided
sufficient information to design a strategy that could meet the chosen objectives. This conclusion allowed us
to avoid the computational expense associated with additional system identification simulations.

Kravitz et al. (2016) were able to design their strategy in a relatively straightforward manner, as the connection
between solar reduction and surface temperature is clear. Here the procedure is slightly more complicated,
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Table 1
Magnitudes of the Transfer Function (Influence Matrix) G Relating T
(Temperature; Rows) and 𝓁 (Aerosol Optical Depth; Columns), Projected Onto
Constant, Linear, and Quadratic Functions of Latitude (Equation (1))

𝓁0 𝓁S
1 𝓁N

1 𝓁2

T0 −5.2637 −0.4897 0.4241 −0.1312

T1 −1.2318 −1.5220 1.5002 −0.0435

T2 −0.4938 −0.4183 0.2765 −0.2836

Note. Boldface values denote the diagonal components of the matrix. Italic
values denote off-diagonal components of the matrix that represent weak
(negligible) influences of AOD on temperature. The influence matrix is
lower triangular dominant.

as SO2 injection is first transported and converted to aerosols, and those
aerosols then exert a radiative forcing that causes surface temperature
change. MacMartin et al. (2017) derive these relationships, which we
repeat here.

We first note that the different injection locations will affect the patterns
𝓁0, 𝓁1, and 𝓁2 of AOD differently. More specifically, repeating the results of
MacMartin et al. (2017),

1. Injection at 15∘S and 15∘N affects 𝓁0.
2. Injection at 15∘N and 30∘N or injection at 15∘S and 30∘S primarily affects
𝓁1 ± 𝓁0.

3. Injection at 30∘N and 30∘S primarily affects 𝓁2 + 𝓁0.

This allows us to form part of an influence matrix, whereby we know which
injection locations affect which spatial patterns of AOD. Second, based on

the simulations described by Tilmes et al. (2017) and MacMartin et al. (2017), we can identify the approximate
magnitude of injection that will result in unit AOD for each of 𝓁0, 𝓁1, and 𝓁2. Assembling these values, we can
then form a matrix relating SO2 injection amounts at four locations (q) to spatial patterns of aerosol optical
depth (𝓁):

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

q30S

q15S

q15N

q30N

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

20𝓁S
1 + 40𝓁2

30
(
𝓁0 −

(
𝓁N

1 + 𝓁S
1 + 𝓁2

))
+ 45𝓁S

1

30
(
𝓁0 −

(
𝓁N

1 + 𝓁S
1 + 𝓁2

))
+ 45𝓁N

1

20𝓁N
1 + 40𝓁2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4)
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Figure 2. Illustration of the performance of the feedback algorithm
(as compared to the ungeoengineered RCP8.5 simulation) in meeting
the chosen temperature objectives (grey dashed lines). All circles indicate
annually averaged values. (top and middle) The different temperature
quantities defined in Section 2.1 and (bottom) the required injection
at each latitude to meet those objectives. Change is measured from the year
2020 average.

where the projection 𝓁1 is separated into northward and southward com-
ponents defined by 𝓁N

1 = max(𝓁1, 0) and 𝓁S
1 = −min(𝓁1, 0). This ensures

that all entries in the vector 𝓁 are nonnegative. We then impose two con-
straints to ensure that all injection amounts are positive. The first is that
𝓁0 ≥ |𝓁1|. After that constraint is satisfied, the second constraint is that
𝓁0 ≥ |𝓁1|+𝓁2. If these constraints are violated, then |𝓁1| or 𝓁2 are reduced
accordingly.

The second step relates 𝓁 with the temperature objectives T0, T1, and T2

(described above). We denote this relationship as G. MacMartin et al. (2017)
estimate the magnitudes of the relationships in the matrix G; these magni-
tudes are repeated in Table 1. We note that G is lower triangular dominant;
that is, perturbations to 𝓁0 affect all three temperature objectives, pertur-
bations to 𝓁1 primarily affect T1 and T2, and perturbations to 𝓁2 primarily
affect T2.

In designing a strategy, we can first use the sensitivities in G to estimate our
best guess as to how much aerosol optical depth is required to meet the
objectives in any given year. This is called a feedforward. From the RCP8.5
simulation, T0 changes by approximately 0.0595∘C per year. Per the matrix
in Table 1, T0 decreases by approximately 5.26∘C per unit of AOD. There-
fore, we predict that 𝓁0 will need to increase by approximately 0.0595

5.26
=

0.011 per year to account for the increase in T0 under RCP8.5. As such, we
define the first term in the feedforward to be 𝓁0 = 0.011(t − tref) where tref

is the base year for simulation (2020), and t is any year of simulation.

To calculate the feedforward for 𝓁1, we need information about both
the required change in 𝓁1 to offset a given change in T1, as well as the

off-diagonal terms (how much changes in 𝓁0 affect T1). We compute the

feedforward 𝓁1 =
[

0.0056
1.52

− 0.011 ⋅ 1.23
1.52

]
(t − tref) = −0.005(t − tref). Simi-

larly, 𝓁2 =
[

0.0065
0.28

+ 0.005 ⋅ 0.42
0.28

− 0.011 ⋅ 0.49
0.28

]
(t − tref) = 0.0102(t − tref).

We then adjust the feedforward for 𝓁2 to account for the constraint
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Figure 3. Comparison between total injection amount (black line in
Figure 2) and annual mean temperature change (difference between
temperature in RCP8.5 and the feedback run) for all three temperature
objectives. Red lines indicate ordinary least squares regression through the
black points.

𝓁0 ≥ |𝓁1| + 𝓁2. (The other constraint of 𝓁0 ≥ |𝓁1| is already met.) The
quantity 𝓁0 − |𝓁1| − 𝓁2 = −0.0039, so we reduce the feedforward for 𝓁2

by that residual amount, such that 𝓁2 = 0.006.

We note that while designing this particular feedforward was relatively
straightforward, it is overly simplistic and has a number of limitations.
Specifically, it does not account for nonlinearities or different time con-
stants in the response to AOD. An improved feedforward could be accom-
plished using a dynamic model instead of a linear fit, as was done by
MacMartin, Caldeira, et al. (2014).

In practice, as was demonstrated by Kravitz et al. (2014), it is virtually
impossible to accurately predict the required time series of AOD that will
meet the objectives, because there are irreducible uncertainties in the
climate response to radiative forcing. This is particularly true if there are
nonlinearities in the system, which other studies have shown to be true
for stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering (MacMartin et al., 2017;
Tilmes et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2017). To manage these uncertainties, we
employ a feedback algorithm in which the SO2 injection rate is updated
at regular intervals (here yearly) based on how “close” the model state is
to the chosen objectives. In a simple illustration, if the climate is too warm
as compared to the chosen objective, more sulfate aerosol is added to the
stratosphere (cooling the planet), and if the climate is too cold as com-
pared to the chosen objective, the injection rate is reduced. We note that
this is done regardless of the reason for the temperature difference from
the objective: the feedback algorithm responds to any potential over or
under geoengineering as well as natural variability (MacMartin, Kravitz,
et al., 2014). The process of designing such a feedback algorithm has been
described in detail by MacMartin, Kravitz, et al. (2014) and Kravitz et al.
(2016), so many of the details will be omitted here.
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Figure 4. Forcing efficiency as a function of injection amount. Forcing
efficiency is defined as the TOA radiative flux perturbation for a given
injection rate in the feedback run. SW describes shortwave, LW describes
longwave, and net describes SW + LW. All injection rates are in Tg S,
following Niemeier and Timmreck (2015). All fluxes are defined as positive
downward. Each dot indicates an annual average.

As was done for solar reduction (Kravitz et al., 2016; MacMartin, Kravitz,
et al., 2014), we choose a proportional integral control algorithm:

𝓁i,j+1 = kp(Ti,j − Tiref
) + ki

j∑
q=1

(Ti,q − Tiref
) (5)

where i denotes the component of the vectors 𝓁 or T (note that we are
describing a single-variable case for ease of explanation), j describes the
year of simulation that was just completed, j + 1 describes the year of sim-
ulation that is about to be undertaken, and “ref” indicates the reference
values given in equation (1) above. The kp and ki are the proportional and
integral control gains, respectively, which describe how responsive the
feedback algorithm is to deviations from the reference values. As in previ-
ous studies, we chose the update rate (how often the injection amounts are
adjusted) to be 1 year. In principle, objectives could be chosen that require
a subannual update rate, but that is beyond the scope of the present study.

We note that the feedforward is employed first, and then the feedback
operates on the residual. This has the effect of taking some of the load off
the feedback, in that it needs to act on much smaller deviations from the
target. This has two advantages. One is that if the deviations are smaller,
the margins for stability are greater, so one can use lower control gains
while having the same overall performance (MacMartin, Kravitz, et al.,
2014). This is particularly advantageous if there are errors in estimating
the system dynamics. A second advantage is that because the deviations
are smaller, there is less risk of nonlinearities affecting convergence of the
feedback algorithm.
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Figure 5. Zonally averaged monthly mean sulfate aerosol optical depth
(AOD) in the feedback simulation. Note that AOD is not defined when there
is no sunlight, hence, the zero values during polar night.

Kravitz et al. (2016) described the process of achieving these same three
temperature objectives using solar reduction with the same three pat-
terns as 𝓁0, 𝓁1, and 𝓁2. Therefore, we can use their estimates of control
gains to inform our feedback algorithm. A 1% change in solar forcing
exerts a global radiative forcing of approximately −0.01 ⋅ (1, 365∕4) ⋅0.7 =
−2.39 W m−2. The global radiative forcing from one unit of stratospheric
aerosol optical depth is approximately −23 W m−2 (Hansen et al., 1997).
The ratio of these two represents approximately a factor of 10 difference,
so taking one tenth of the control gains provided by Kravitz et al. (2016)
should yield the approximately correct control gain values for the same
time constant of response (here 5 years). As such, the feedback algorithm
used here is

Δ𝓁0 = 0.028∫
t

0
(T0 − T0ref

)d𝜏 + 0.028 (T0 − T0ref
) (6)

Δ𝓁1 = −0.75Δ𝓁0 + 0.13∫
t

0
(T1 − T1ref

)d𝜏 + 0.13 (T1 − T1ref
) (7)

Δ𝓁2 = −Δ𝓁1 − Δ𝓁0 + 0.39∫
t

0
(T2 − T2ref

)d𝜏 + 0.39 (T2 − T2ref
). (8)
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Figure 6. Comparison between total injection amount (black line in
Figure 2) and the three projections of sulfate aerosol optical depth (𝓁0, 𝓁1,
and 𝓁2). Red lines indicate ordinary least squares regression through the
black points, constrained to pass through the origin.

where at the risk of abuse of notation, integrals are used instead of sums
to more truthfully represent the concept of proportional integral control.
The factors −0.75Δ𝓁0 in the equation for Δ𝓁1 and −Δ𝓁1 − Δ𝓁0 in the
equation for Δ𝓁2 are to account for the off-diagonal influences in the
matrix G. (These off-diagonal factors were derived from a process called
sequential loop closure. Kravitz et al. (2016) provide further details on the
mathematics of this process.)

In any feedback system, an increase in the values of the overall gain will
shorten the response time at the expense of making the system less stable.
The overall gain is the product of the control gains and the system gain,
the latter of which describes how responsive the system is to any pertur-
bation. There are several potential sources of nonlinearity in this system
that are responsible for changes in the system gain. One of them is aerosol
coagulation: as the injection rate increases, there is increased coagulation
onto existing aerosols, an increase in aerosol size, and hence a decrease in
radiative forcing per unit injection (e.g., Heckendorn et al., 2009; Niemeier
& Timmreck, 2015). Because the amount of total radiative forcing to be
offset increases with time, and because the control gains are chosen to
be constant, the overall system gain will decrease with time, meaning the
system becomes increasingly stable. Therefore, we do not expect the feed-
back algorithm to fail for arbitrarily large amounts of injection, although
the ability of the model itself to run stably or to accurately reflect the result-
ing climate from such large SO2 injections is suspect. We will note that
validating a model for such high levels of SO2 injection is unlikely to occur
prior to any hypothetical future deployment.

2.4. Independent Verification
The fourth step in a “well-designed” geoengineering strategy is to verify
the performance of the feedback algorithm in a different, independently
developed model. The purpose of this step is to demonstrate the robust-
ness of the feedback algorithm to some sources of uncertainty. Kravitz et al.
(2016) showed the importance of this in geoengineering via solar reduc-
tion, where one response had a different sign in one model than the other,
but the feedback algorithm correctly compensated for any deviations to
ensure that the chosen objectives were met.
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Feedback

RCP8.5

Figure 7. Zonally averaged monthly mean surface air temperature change
in both the (top) RCP8.5 and (bottom) feedback simulations. Change is
calculated as the difference from an average of the RCP8.5 run over
years 2010–2029.

The step of independent verification is relatively straightforward for simple
representations of geoengineering, such as solar reduction. This prospect
is far more difficult for the representation of geoengineering investigated
here, as very few models have the processes known to be important in
representing stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering. As such, we
have not performed this step in the present study, limiting our ability to
adequately assess the robustness of our geoengineering strategy. We are
currently evaluating the capabilities of other models and will revisit this
subject of independent verification in the future.

3. Results

We now turn to analysis of a simulation performed by employing the pre-
viously described geoengineering strategy over the period 2020–2099. All
results presented below will be for the ungeoengineered RCP8.5 simula-
tion (also called the reference simulation or control simulation by Mills et al.,
2017) and the simulation in which the feedback algorithm was employed
(called the feedback simulation).

3.1. Feedback Algorithm Performance
Figure 2 shows the performance of the feedback algorithm in meeting the
three objectives, as well as the required injection (each of the four locations
and the total) to meet those objectives. The algorithm results in excellent
performance for all three objectives (root-mean-square departures from
the baseline over the 80 years of simulation are 0.19, 0.06, and 0.04 K for
T0, T1, and T2, respectively).

By the last year of the simulation, meeting these objectives required an
SO2 injection rate of 51 Tg SO2 per year in total, mostly at 30∘N and 30∘S.
This is to some degree expected, based on knowledge obtained from solar
reduction geoengineering studies: offsetting the relatively uniform forcing
of CO2 via the latitudinally distributed forcing associated with reflecting
shortwave radiative flux requires greater emphasis at higher latitudes than
in the tropics. The cooling is roughly linear with the amount of injection
(Figure 3) for all three objectives within the injection range explored here.
The regression ofΔT1 in Figure 3 appears to be fit poorly by a single regres-
sion line. Kravitz et al. (2016) found similar behavior for solar reduction,
indicating that an underlying climate process may be responsible for pro-
ducing these results; they attributed these results to responses on two
time scales, one less than 10 years and one greater than 10 years. Because
the total time required for the first time scale to converge is approximately

10 years, this indicates a process with an e-folding time scale of approximately 3 years, which is consistent with
land surface feedbacks. This makes sense for a variable representing hemispheric asymmetry, as the North-
ern Hemisphere has more land than the Southern Hemisphere. Although we are unable to robustly make the
same conclusion as Kravitz et al. (2016) did for their study, our results here are consistent with that explana-
tion: if true, T1 would be expected to change faster early on for a given SO2 injection, which is consistent with
the steeper slope early in the simulation as seen in Figure 3.

Niemeier and Timmreck (2015) performed stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering simulations using
the atmosphere-only version of ECHAM5 (Giorgetta et al., 2006; Roeckner et al., 2006) coupled to the aerosol
microphysical model HAM (Stier et al., 2005). This model does not have a full ocean, but it has seven aerosol
modes as compared to the three modes employed in CESM1(WACCM). As such, we expect that both models
can provide useful, if slightly different, representations of stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering.

Niemeier and Timmreck (2015) found that the amount of top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiative forcing is sub-
linear with the amount of injection. They tested out to injection amounts of 100 Tg S (approximately 200
Tg SO2). Within the range of injections we tested, the behavior of their model is approximately linear
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Figure 8. (top) Annual mean, (middle) JJA average, and (bottom) DJF average surface air temperature (∘C) change from the baseline (2010–2029 average),
averaged over the last 20 years of simulation for the (left column) RCP8.5 and (right column) feedback simulations.

with injection amount, so there is no discrepancy between their results and our Figure 3. Moreover, our results
might be expected to have a greater degree of linearity than in studies involving equatorial injection because
the aerosols are rapidly transported poleward, which reduces nonlinear effects due to aerosol microphysical
growth (Tilmes et al., 2017).

Figure 4 shows the “forcing efficiency,” which we define to be the radiative flux change for a given annual injec-
tion rate. We provide this quantity for shortwave (SW) TOA radiative flux, longwave (LW) TOA radiative flux,
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Figure 9. Maximum and minimum sea ice extent for the RCP8.5 (red) and feedback (blue) simulations. Maximum extent
is defined as September sea ice extent for the Antarctic and March sea ice extent for the Arctic, and vice versa for
minimum sea ice extent. Note that axes are different for minimum and maximum extent. For reference, the preindustrial
(annual average) sea ice extent is 1.4 × 107 km2 in the Arctic and 1.6 × 107 km2 in the Antarctic (Marsh et al., 2013).
In 2020, the corresponding values are 8.9 × 106 and 9.7 × 106 km2, respectively.

and net (SW + LW) TOA radiative flux. After an initial transient period of a few years, in which the injection
amounts are small and the sulfate aerosol layer accumulates mass, the efficiency shows similar results to those
of Niemeier and Timmreck (2015). The efficiency magnitudes for SW and LW slightly reduce with injection
amount, asymptoting toward some (as of yet) undetermined value. Within the range of injections explored
here, the SW efficiency of CESM1(WACCM) is 2–3 times larger than that in ECHAM-HAM, and the LW efficiency
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Figure 10. Annual, global mean precipitation change (mm d−1) for the
RCP8.5 (red) and feedback (blue) simulations. Value of 0 represents annual
mean conditions in the year 2020. For reference, precipitation in the
preindustrial era in CESM1(WACCM) is approximately 2.83 mm d−1

(black line; Marsh et al., 2013).

is 5–6 times larger. The combined effect is that net efficiency is simi-
lar in the two models and remains relatively constant throughout the
simulation.

3.2. Aerosol Optical Depth
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of zonally averaged AOD, including the
seasonal cycle. The latitudinal patterns of a peak in the midlatitudes and
a tropical minimum persist throughout the simulation. Consistent with
the results of Tilmes et al. (2017), AOD takes a few years at the beginning
of the simulation to reach steady state. There is a notable seasonal cycle,
particularly at high latitudes.

The peak value of AOD in Figure 5 is 0.83, with a global mean value of 0.52.
For comparison, simulations of the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo as
performed by Mills et al. (2016) using a similar model indicate a peak global
mean AOD of approximately 0.2.

Figure 6 shows that 𝓁0 and 𝓁2 are linear with total injection amount. After
an initial adjustment period of approximately 15 years (the time it takes for
the feedback loop to approximately converge given the 5 year loop time
constant), the trend in 𝓁1 is negligible, and the values of 𝓁1 are negative
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Figure 11. As in Figure 8 but for precipitation (mm d−1).

(indicating more Southern Hemisphere AOD than Northern Hemisphere AOD), which is consistent with
slightly greater Southern Hemisphere injection rate than a Northern Hemisphere injection rate. The results in
Figure 6 indicate that the feedforward was improperly predicted prior to beginning the feedback simulation.
We revisit this later in section 4.2.

3.3. Climate Effects
The three objectives chosen do not provide a holistic picture of the resulting climate effects in the feedback
algorithm nor how those effects compare to results from the ungeoengineered RCP8.5 simulation.
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Figure 12. Five year smoothed time series of the annual mean position of
the ITCZ, as defined by the centroid of global average precipitation.
(See Kravitz et al. (2016) for details on the calculation.)

Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the zonally averaged surface temper-
ature change, including the seasonal cycle. The results of the RCP8.5 sim-
ulation are consistent with known signatures of global warming (Stocker
et al., 2013). Warming is amplified at high latitudes as compares to low lati-
tudes, and the midlatitude Northern Hemisphere also warms more rapidly
than the global mean, in large part due to a greater portion of land mass.
Evidence of an El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) persists throughout
the entire simulation, but only early on do La Niña events result in trop-
ical temperatures that are cooler than those of the baseline (blue values
in Figure 7).

The feedback simulation shows that meeting the three chosen global
surface temperature objectives results in relatively small surface temper-
ature residuals at all latitudes, although a few notable residuals remain.
Approximately 5% of the temperature values in the feedback simulation
are statistically significantly different from the reference (2020) climate
(which is what would be expected by chance), in contrast to the RCP8.5
simulation (section S1 and Figure S1 in the supporting information). Due to
the immense computational expense of these simulations, we do not have
additional ensemble members available that would aid in getting better

quantification of the magnitude of natural variability; such simulations are planned, akin to the CESM Large
Ensemble (Kay et al., 2015). The surface temperature is on average warmer than baseline in the Northern
Hemisphere middle to high latitudes and in the Antarctic. Surface temperatures are cooler than the baseline
in the Southern Hemisphere subtropics and in the Arctic. ENSO periodicity is unchanged from the model’s
natural frequency (approximately 4–5 years).

Figure 8 shows spatial features of these surface temperature differences, averaged over the last 20 years of
simulation. The RCP8.5 simulation shows the same features as in Figure 7: high-latitude amplification and
greater warming over land than ocean. In the feedback simulation, the Northern Hemisphere surface warming
(as compared to the baseline) seen in Figure 7 is not uniform, with warming over Eurasia and the North Pacific
and cooling in Northern Canada and the Arctic. These features tend to persist for both June-July-August (JJA)
and December-January-February (DJF) averages, although there is some seasonal variability, namely, in the
magnitude of these features. In particular, there is evidence that to achieve an objective defined for annual
mean surface temperature at higher latitudes, geoengineering (as performed here) results in “overcooling”
during summer and “undercooling” during winter. The explanation for this is straightforward: the aerosols
only provide cooling in high latitudes in summer, whereas increased greenhouse gases warm throughout
the year, but more in winter than summer. Therefore, for several months out of the year, the high latitudes
are “undercooled,” meaning that achieving an annual mean temperature objective at high latitudes requires
“extra” cooling during the sunlit months, resulting in an “overcooling” during summer. This can be seen quite
prominently in Figure 8 over the Arctic ocean, the Northern Hemispheric high latitude land masses (although
with substantially more noise), and over the Antarctic continent.

Some of the high-latitude features can be explained by analyzing maximum and minimum sea ice extent
(Figure 9). Whereas sea ice extent declines precipitously in the RCP8.5 simulation, it is maintained at approxi-
mately baseline levels in the feedback simulation. Antarctic minimum sea ice extent (March) reaches approx-
imately zero by the end of the RCP8.5 simulation but remains at roughly background levels in the feedback
simulation. The sea ice albedo feedback is a known contributor to Arctic amplification (e.g., Holland & Bitz,
2003), so by maintaining sea ice levels in the feedback simulation, this source of amplification of surface tem-
perature change is suppressed. In the Arctic, September sea ice reaches zero in the RCP8.5 by approximately
2050. In the feedback simulation, September sea ice extent grows beyond its baseline value. The sea ice
results are consistent with the previously described, expected result that geoengineering, to meet an annual
objective, overcools in summer and undercools in winter.

The hydrological cycle will respond to changes in the total atmospheric energy budget induced by aerosol
cooling. Figure 10 shows global, annual mean changes in total precipitation for the RCP8.5 and feedback
simulations. The results are consistent with known effects of hydrological cycle intensification due to CO2
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Figure 13. A comparison between the predicted required injection amounts to meet the objectives (red) and the actual
required injection rates (blue). Predictions were generated based on the estimated sensitivities in Table 1 (MacMartin
et al., 2017, provide further details on these calculations).

and hydrological cycle suppression under the combination of CO2 and geoengineering forcing (e.g., Tilmes
et al., 2013). In both cases, global mean precipitation stays above the preindustrial baseline. Figure 11 shows
regional features of these precipitation responses, averaged over the last 20 years of simulation. (Statistical
significance of these values is shown in Figure S2.) The RCP8.5 simulation features are characterized by an
intensification of precipitation in many regions of the world, but particularly in the tropics and monsoon
areas. As in other studies of the climate model response to geoengineering, stratospheric sulfate aerosol geo-
engineering tends to offset these trends (Kravitz, 2013; Tilmes et al., 2013). It is important to note that in
Figure 11, both the RCP8.5 and feedback simulations show some similar features of climate response because
the response in 2020 includes some climate change that has already taken place.

In the feedback simulation, the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is farther south than in the RCP8.5 sim-
ulation for a 25 year period (Figure 12), which is consistent with minimizing changes in T1. (We acknowledge
that this southward shift of the ITCZ has not been tested for statistical significance and may not be robust.)
There is evidence for some transient behavior in the ITCZ position, indicating the potential for some discon-
nect between T1 and the ITCZ position (the latter of which is better explained by cross-hemispheric energy
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transport arguments, as described by Frierson & Hwang, 2012; Kang et al.,
2008). If one wishes to include the ITCZ position as an objective, our results
suggest that it would be better to control for that directly as Kravitz et al.
(2016) did, rather than using T1 as a proxy.

4. Discussion
4.1. Actual Simulation Versus Prediction
MacMartin et al. (2017) provided estimates of the coefficients G (Table 1)
based on the original 10 year simulations described by Tilmes et al. (2017).
By the discussions in section 2.3, we can use the time series of temperature
changes in the RCP8.5 simulation to predict the required SO2 injections at
each latitude. Figure 13 shows these predictions as compared to the actual
injection rates determined by the feedback algorithm.

The Northern Hemisphere injection rates are quite well predicted, but the
predicted Southern Hemisphere injection rates are substantially higher
than the actual injection rates. In particular, the predicted amount of injec-
tion at 15∘S steadily increased throughout the simulation, and very little
was actually called for by the feedback algorithm.

The explanation for this difference in the Southern Hemisphere can be
explained by an understanding of time scales of feedbacks in the Southern
Ocean. The predictions were generated based on the climate system
response to a 10 year simulation, which is an insufficient time to get appre-
ciable cooling over a large oceanic region like the Southern Ocean. This
result is explained by MacMartin et al. (2017), who show comparatively
little cooling in the Southern Ocean for injections at 15∘S or 30∘S. Using
these computed sensitivities would result in a prediction that cooling the

Southern Ocean would require a large amount of injection into the Southern Hemisphere, much more so than
the required Northern Hemisphere injection to reduce Northern Hemisphere temperature.

This comparatively low sensitivity is true for time scales up to 10 years, but after that initial time period, the
climate response is dominated by ocean time scales, so the sensitivities of the two hemispheres would be
similar. Indeed, this is how the feedback algorithm results play out: for the first couple of decades, the algo-
rithm calls for Southern Hemisphere injections that are consistent with those predicted, but afterward, the
required injections in the Southern Hemisphere are substantially less than what was predicted and are similar
in magnitude to the Northern Hemisphere injections.

4.2. Feedforward Improvements
Based on the results in section 4.1, our feedforward was too aggressive. From the results of the simulation,
we can retrospectively calculate a better feedforward. To calculate the correct sensitivities, we perform linear
regression on the AOD (𝓁0, 𝓁1, and 𝓁2) required in the feedback simulation (Figure 14). The new feedforward
design is 𝓁0 = 0.0079(t − tref), 𝓁1 = −2.5758 × 10−4(t − tref), and 𝓁2 = 0.0063(t − tref). Figure 14 shows that
the new 𝓁0 and 𝓁1 feedforwards are smaller in magnitude than the original ones. This is due to the feedfor-
wards being estimated on 10 years of simulation, which was insufficient to capture the longer-term dynamics,
particularly for estimating 𝓁1. Our original estimate for 𝓁2 was quite accurate. As was discussed previously,
linear regression is an overly simplistic choice for designing a feedforward, and a more accurate method would
be to use a low-order dynamic model of the climate system response to sulfate AOD (MacMartin, Caldeira,
et al., 2014).

5. Conclusions

Here we have demonstrated that despite all of the complexities and nonlinearities associated with strato-
spheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering, we were able to use feedback to meet three simultaneous tempera-
ture objectives in the presence of climate response uncertainty in a state-of-the-art Earth System Model. We
accomplished this by annually adjusting the amount of stratospheric SO2 injection at four locations: primarily
30∘N/S and a smaller amount at 15∘N/S. This represents the first time that controllability of stratospheric
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sulfate aerosol geoengineering to meet global climate objectives has been demonstrated, albeit in a limited
sense. This demonstration was conducted using a climate model that is currently our best representation of
the climate system behaviors that are necessary to simulate stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering.

Designing the actual feedback algorithm required results from system identification simulations, but these
calculations were also aided by previous work involving solar irradiance reduction (Kravitz et al., 2016). While
solar irradiance reduction does not capture many of the relevant processes in sulfate aerosol geoengineer-
ing, it provides enough information about the broad radiative effects of solar geoengineering in general so
as to be useful in this regard. Moreover, because solar irradiance reduction is easy to simulate and can be
performed in cheaper models than CESM1(WACCM), it lends itself well to model intercomparisons to bet-
ter understand intermodel robustness of results from geoengineering (Kravitz, 2013; Kravitz et al., 2011). We
stress the importance of a complementary approach using both simple and complex methods of representing
geoengineering in climate models in any future research endeavors.

While this study was a crucial step in exploring the space of achievable climates through geoengineering,
there are a number of caveats and future directions of research. Here we explored the ability of four selected
degrees of freedom (the four latitudes of SO2 injection) in stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering to
meet three global surface temperature objectives. Controlling for temperature residuals, as seen in Figure 8,
or for other variables, such as the ones shown in section 3.3, may require additional independent degrees of
freedom. This could include different latitudes or altitudes of injection, expanding the space of the already
explored degrees of freedom. It could also include injecting in different seasons to achieve regional or sea-
sonally varying objectives, such as adjusting Indian monsoon precipitation (MacMartin et al., 2013). Another
potential degree of freedom is aerosol composition: different aerosols have different climate effects, which
may be advantageous for meeting chosen objectives or might affect the severity of unintended side effects
(Ferraro et al., 2015b; Keith et al., 2016; Weisenstein et al., 2015). Even among all of these potential degrees of
freedom, there may be objectives that stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering is incapable of meeting.
In this case, different forms of geoengineering, such as marine cloud brightening (Latham, 1990), might be
able to complement stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering to meet additional objectives.

We will note that none of the residuals in Figures 8 and 11 was statistically significant. This implies a need for
defining “tolerance limits” when establishing objectives of geoengineering. What range of performance of the
feedback strategy is “good enough”? This is ultimately a subjective choice and will be limited by detectability,
as for finer thresholds of tolerance, one may need larger observation times to ensure the desired performance
of the geoengineering strategy (MacMynowski et al., 2011). Progress continues to be made on detection and
attribution of geoengineering (Bürger & Cubasch, 2015; Lo et al., 2016), which may aid in this discussion of
tolerance limits.

Of key importance here is linearity: interactions between the various degrees of freedom could affect the
space of achievable climates. Tilmes et al. (2017) and MacMartin et al. (2017) gave an indication of the process
required for system identification to determine the climate effects, including nonlinear effects, from modify-
ing the degrees of freedom explored here. Fully characterizing the geoengineering parameter space would
require a great expansion of these effects and would likely include multiple models to assess the range of
intermodel uncertainty in characterizing the response. Also, as was revealed in section 4.1, 10 years of sim-
ulation is insufficient for characterizing all of the relevant dynamics in the work presented here. Any future
effort would need to consider what dynamics are necessary to represent and conduct system identification
simulations accordingly.

The issue of multiple models brings up the importance of independent verification of the feedback algo-
rithm (section 2.4), which we did not undertake here. To ascertain robustness of the feedback algorithm, it
is insufficient to test the algorithm in the same model that was used to design it. Independently verifying
the algorithm’s performance in a separate climate model is a crucial confidence-building step that the algo-
rithm is robust to some degree of uncertainty in the climate system response to both climate change and
geoengineering. Kravitz et al. (2014, 2016) used two state-of-the-art Earth System Models (ESMs) to design
and verify a feedback algorithm that operated on solar irradiance reduction, a process that every ESM can
represent. Determining which model to use for independent verification for the more complicated case of
stratospheric sulfate aerosols would require some care in both implementation and interpreting the results,
as some of the intermodel variations in response may be due to differences in which processes (especially
stratospheric aerosol processes) are represented by the two models.
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Although the version of CESM1(WACCM) that we used is well validated against observations of volcanic erup-
tions, the aerosol microphysics representation may not be well suited to properly represent some of the most
important nonlinearities associated with stratospheric sulfate aerosol growth. The version of the model we
used employs the Modal Aerosol Model (MAM; Liu et al., 2012) with three logarithmically distributed aerosol
modes that have fixed distribution widths. A more complex representation would be to replace MAM with the
Community Aerosol and Radiation Model for Atmospheres (CARMA; Toon et al., 1988), which has been suc-
cessfully implemented in WACCM (English et al., 2011). CARMA is a sectional model that represents aerosol
nucleation, growth, evaporation, sedimentation, and coagulation, and can be configured to resolve sulfate
aerosol size using more than 30 size bins. Its performance has been validated against in situ observations of
stratospheric sulfate aerosol from volcanic and other background sources (Campbell et al., 2014). English et al.
(2012) used WACCM/CARMA to simulate stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering and found results that
suggest this more complicated treatment may be warranted in particular circumstances. This additional gran-
ularity comes at greatly increased computational expense, so any explorations with CARMA would need to be
judicious to determine situations in which this more thorough treatment is necessary for representing aerosol
microphysical growth. The importance of using CARMA could preliminarily be determined by simulating a
small set of conditions.

The feedback algorithm employed here used proportional-integral control, which is the same algorithmic
structure as that used by MacMartin, Kravitz, et al. (2014) and Kravitz et al. (2014, 2016). While simple and
effective for the problems investigated here and in those previous studies, it may be insufficient for more com-
plicated objectives, such as regionally or seasonally varying targets. Meeting those objectives could require
more advanced tools from control theory than have been explored here. In addition, the feedforward imple-
mented here was a simple linear approximation of the temperature change based on an already conducted
RCP8.5 run. In a real-world scenario, the future trajectory of climate change, and hence the estimated amount
of injection required going forward, is unknown. Such a situation could benefit from a Model Predictive Con-
trol or receding horizons approach whereby the feedforward form is adjusted at the update rate based on
updated information about expected future climate change (e.g., Jarvis & Leedal, 2012; MacMartin, Caldeira,
et al., 2014).

The results we obtained in this study have benefits for practical and engineering research on geoengineering.
One of the difficulties of stratospheric aerosol geoengineering is transporting the material to a high altitude
(McClellan et al., 2012). As MacMartin et al. (2017) discuss, using subtropical injection is better at meeting the
particular chosen objectives than using purely tropical injection. Furthermore, the present study indicates
that the chosen objectives could be met using mostly injection at 30∘ in latitude, where the tropopause is
substantially lower than at the equator, implying that the injection height of material could be lower than was
previously thought. Of course, different objectives may have different criteria for injection locations.

The results presented here are a necessary step toward understanding the potential role geoengineering
may play in addressing climate change, in particular, understanding what geoengineering can do and what
it cannot do.
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